Sub-Regional and Local Water Basins

Legend

Water Features
- Lakes and Ponds

Sub-regional Basins
- Anguilla Brook
- Ashaway River
- Billings Brook
- Broad Brook
- Brushy Brook
- Copps Brook
- Green Falls River
- Myron Kinney Brook
- Pawcatuck River
- Shewville Brook
- Shunock River
- Whitford Brook
- Wood River
- Wyassup Brook

Notes

THIS MAP IS PREPARED FOR THE INVENTORY OF REAL PROPERTY FOUND WITHIN THESE JURISDICTIONS AND IS COMPILED FROM RECORDED DEEDS, PLATS, AND OTHER PUBLIC RECORDS AND DATA. USERS OF THE MAP ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT THE AFOREMENTIONED PUBLIC PRIMARY INFORMATION SOURCES SHOULD BE CONSULTED FOR VERIFICATION OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED ON THIS MAP. THE TOWNS AND THE MAPPING COMPANIES ASSUME NO LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE INFORMATION CONTAINED ON THIS MAP.
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